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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1031526A2] To form a mantle shrouding round a hollow fiber bundle with a film tube, the film web (1) is cut to length to form the tube
and to be self-bonding. The film web is wound round the hollow fiber bundle in three sections, where the second section shrouds the bundle. The
first and third sections are laid over each other, aligned away from the bundle, and are bonded. The film web is spread out, and a hollow is formed
to form the second section where the hollow fiber bundle is to be laid. The hollow is rolled into a tube, containing the bundle of hollow fibers, and
the first section is bonded to the third. The film web is spread out on a two-part table (2,3). The two table tops are moved apart to form a gap with
a width equal to or greater than the diameter of the hollow fiber bundle (9) to be covered. The hollow is formed by pushing the film into the gap by
a depth which is at least equal to the diameter of the fiber bundle, or more. To form the film tube (8), the gap between the table sections is set at a
width which is greater than twice the film thickness but smaller than the fiber bundle diameter. The first and/or third film sections are led from the
table gap by a length until the second section forming the hollow lies loosely round the fiber bundle in a tube. A bonding unit at the gap between the
edges of the two table sections forms a bond between the first and third film sections by welding and, at the same time, the surplus film of the first
and third sections is trimmed off by the welding action, with simultaneous welding/cutting. An Independent claim is included for an apparatus with
two table sections which can be separated to form a gap between them for laying the film web. The second table section is next to the film feed unit.
Preferred Features: A die is over the table, to be lowered against the laid film to form a hollow in it in the gap between the two table sections. The die
moves up and down on a plane at 90-60 degrees to the table surface, into the center of the gap between the table sections. The film web is fed to
the table by a step motor. The first table section has a mechanism to hold the film. The welding unit, to bond the film material, also incorporates a
film cutter.
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